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Meet
Stefanie

If you don’t know her already, you should! Stefanie
Kalan is in a league of her own! A mother, professional
medium and all around kind and loving soul, we are so
excited to introduce you to Stefanie, North Star Mys�c
Academy’s newest instructor! Stefanie is a spiritual
medium who specializes in being a bridge between
people and thier departed loved ones. She is known for
her rapid fire, fun, insgigh�ul and heart felt readings that
bring comfort and closure to her clients.

She joins N.S.M.A. To teach the fundamentals of spiritual
mediumship, in which she will teach her students
prac�cle techniques for the Modern Medium!

Using her personal wealth of experience and her sharp
Stefanie engages her students with down to earth
perspec�ves, logical advice and of course her signature
charm and humour!

We are excited and honoraed to have Stefanie as part of
our team!

To help you get to know her be�er, here are 10
ques�ons... Ok, well techincally 11, to introduce you to
Stefanie Kalan!
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What first a�racted you to your
mediumship?

Curiosity. I could never quite figure out why
I felt so ‘different’ from those around me
growing up. I just knew there was more to
life than meets the eye and always believed
that if I could ‘see’ things happening, it
must mean that they are possible. So, at
around age 12, I began inves�ga�ng the
worlds of spirituality and mediumship
through experiences and began visi�ng
with Tea Leaf Readers and Psychic
Mediums for readings. A�er that, I was
hooked.

What made you decide to teach?

My en�re career of nearly 30 years was
about teaching so it comes naturally I
suppose. However, specifically within the
last few years, as I have been dedicated to
learning more about Mediumship, I have
found a level of understanding and
acceptance for myself that has led to some
amazing insights, ah-ha moments and
opportuni�es for growth I may not have
experienced otherwise. I want to help
show others that they can do the same and
take control of their life to be the best
version of themselves that they choose to
be.

Who was your biggest influence in
mediumship?

Truth be told, I simply am not able to
narrow it down to one person in par�cular.
I have been blessed along the way to meet
some wonderful Spiritual Mediums, Healers
and Guides. Each of them, through their
own modali�es, has influenced my
understanding and perspec�ves of living
which has also aided in my own
development. I suppose I could say that the
Universe is my biggest influence...lol...

What do you hope your students will gain
from your teachings?

What I love is that each person will walk
away from this course and integrate the
informa�on in their own unique manner.
My hope is that the core values of respect

for self and others as individuals with free
will as well as integrity for both the learning
and expressing of the cra� of Mediumship
are interwoven in the teachings in a way
that can resonate with all.

Who is your ideal student?My ideal
student is the person who wishes not only
to learn about Mediumship, but feels
drawn to uncovering WHY they do some of
the things they do and HOW learning about
Mediumship can help them to provide both
minor and major insights into their own day
to day existence. Beyond that, a willingness
to learn and be taught is essen�al as is a
natural curiosity to ask ques�ons and
par�cipate in conversa�ons with like-
minded individuals.

What are your current goals?My goals are
always to educate, empower and upli�.
This course is going to offer me the
opportunity to do just that, which I am so
excited about! And because I cannot ever
sit s�ll for long periods, I do have a goal to
create and publish my own Oracle
Deck...which has been in the works for
quite some �me actually. Beyond that..who
knows!? Perhaps a book…?

What are you most excited about?

This class is going to push your thinking,
expand your outlook and sha�er some of
the barriers and an�quated no�ons about
what Mediumship is and what it can be. I
am most excited to show people a different
perspec�ve with which to journey through
this life. I am also excited to see the growth
and expansion that takes place within the
students as the course unfolds from week
to week.

What do you think is the most important
thing about what you teach?

That’s a tough one! I suppose one of the
most important nuggets of knowledge is:
Everything changes - so flexibility is
important in not ge�ng too a�ached to an
outcome because just when you think
you’ve got something down, the Universe
will come along and sweep you off your

feet, shake things up and send you back in
for more!

What do you wish you knew about your
modality in your younger years?
Everything!!! Honestly, I wish that someone
who understood Spirituality would have
told me that what I was experiencing was
‘normal’ for who I am, for who we all are
AND that feelings or moments of
connec�on are also a part of living as a
Spirited-Human. I spent many years feeling
as though I ‘knew’ things and thought
things that were strange to those around
me. Feeling like a stand-out set me apart
from my family and friends and that only
made me shrink into myself more. I want to
teach others what would have helped me
to accept myself with greater grace all
those years ago so that they don’t have to
feel as alone as I once did.

What are you most proud of?

Right now, at this moment, I am pre�y darn
proud of myself to be honest. The past
several years have been largely dedicated
to learning about me, my own personal
growth and expansion. I feel that I have
come a long way from the nervous and
anxious outcast of days gone by to a point
where I am able to instruct others on how
to do the same. In fact, I also wrote the
manual for this course - a true labour of
love that I hope is viewed as a valuable
resource and tool for those wishing to
expand into Mediumship.

What is the best book you have read on
your modality so far?

During each phase, step or stage of my
development I have typically found that
whatever book I am drawn to at the �me,
contains the knowledge I am meant to
learn. Most recently, it would have to be
The Kybalion. Recommended by a friend
and mentor, it was a bit to wrap my head
around in the beginning but as I read the
principles of Herme�c Philosophy in greater
depth and detail, it all just seemed to make
complete sense to me.
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The first pendulum I ever purchased was made from serpentine. I was attracted to the pendulum
because it stood out from all the rest hanging in the shop display. It’s Leafy green was somehow
soothing to my eye, and it’s softness was just too inviting to pass up, I had to have it! At the time I
had never encountered serpentine and didn’t know all the wide ranging benefits I could access
with this beautiful crystal. Serpentine is a lovely green that is found in a variety of hues. It is found in
deposits all over the world including in Canada, Korea, New Zealand and even Greece.

Serpentine can be Used to raise the Kundalini. Lessens the discomfortof the Kundalini experiences.
Clears clouded areas of the chakras. Enhances meditation. As such, a piece of Serpentine placed
on your root chakra and on your crown chakra while you hold a piece of Serpentine in each hand
can increase the depth of your meditations.

The powerful energies of this amazing crystal can be very effective in clearing energetic blocks in
the subtle bodies, helping you to regain a more natural flow of energy.

Because Serpentine is energetically associated with the reptilian or “old brain” it can be used to
help clarify the communication between the more instinctual parts of your nature and your higher
thinking.

You may find that carrying it with you, or wearing jewelry, or meditating with Serpentine will help you
to balance your internal world with the external world, helping you to achieve greater harmony with
the natural ebb and flow of energy.

Tarot - High Priestess

Chakra - heart chakra, crown chakra

Energy - Yin/ Feminine

Astrology - Virgo/ Gemini & Mercury

By Alysa Bartha
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November Transits

Sun in Scorpio Oct 24th -
Moves to Sagittarius Nov. 23rd.

Mercury - Moves into Scorpio Nov 6th

Venus - Moves into Capricorn Scorpio Nov
6th

Mars - Moves into Scorpio October 31st

Jupiter - Remains in Aquarius

Saturn - Remains in Aquarius

Uranus - Retrograde until Jan 2022. Remains
in Taurus until July 2025

Neptune - Retrograde until Dec 2021. Remains
in Pisces till November 19, 2024

Pluto - Remains in Capricorn until January
2024

Chiron - Enters Aries Feb 18, 2019, until Apr 14,
2027, then Chiron enters Taurus
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Raspberry is one of my favourite plants. It is the first
plant I felt drawn to, and over the years, I have
cultivated a deep connection with it. So what makes
raspberry so extraordinary?

Raspberry's Latin name, Rubus idaeus, translates to
'bramble bush of Ida.' In Greek mythology, Ida was the
nursemaid to Zeus. She pricked her finger on the
thorns of the raspberry bush as she was picking the
snow-white berries, her blood forever staining the
berries red. Although, according to 1st-century Greek
physician Dioscorides, Mount Ida, in northwest Turkey,
had bountiful raspberries and was the inspiration for its
name,idaeus.

The raspberry plant is heavily associated with fertility.
The root system of raspberries is perennial, but each
shoot is biennial, each surviving for two years. The
first-year canes of the raspberry plant do not generate
fruit but establish a root system; this allows the canes
to strengthen and store the energy they'll need to crop.
Once the canes have endured a year, they are ready to
bear fruit. If you look closely, its three leaflets resemble
breasts and a full belly. There are obvious parallels to
pregnancy here, but the raspberry leaf has been used
in folk medicine and is still used today as a uterine
tonic.

Raspberry leaves' astringent qualities help tighten and
tone uterine tissues. They are antispasmodic and have
a history of use for menstrual cramps and other
menstrual irregularities. Raspberry leaf is commonly
used as a tonic during pregnancy; its high vitamin and

mineral content provide nutrients for both the parent
and child, while its tonic qualities help strengthen the
uterus to prepare for childbirth. Although some
herbalists believe raspberry leaf is safe throughout all
three trimesters, others advise it should only be used
during the second and third trimesters.

Safety:
The information presented in this article is for
educational purposes only. I, nor North Star News,
make any medical claims nor intend to diagnose or
treat medical conditions.

It's always a good idea to consult your midwife or
doctor before using raspberry leaf during pregnancy.
Discontinue use if you are experiencing early labour
pains.

Due to its high tannin content, raspberry leaf may
interfere with iron absorption; do not take if anemic.

High doses of tannins may provoke gastrointestinal
irritation.

�
Planet Association: Venus

�
Element Association:Water

�
Magical Associations: Protection, Love,

Fertility

By Alli Leis
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Crystal
Smoky Quartz – Protective, Yin vibration, helps to gently open your intuitive channel

and receive soul messages.

Incense
Lemon Grass – Clears the mind, soothes the soul, deeply relaxes the senses.

MonthlyMeditation Prompt
ow can I bring more structure into my life?

Tarot Card
King of Swords –Structure, routine, clarity of thought, good communication, methodical

thinker.

BEAVER MOON

November
NewMoon -Nov4th inScorpio

FirstQuarterMoon -Nov. 11th InAquarius

FullMoon -Nov. 19th inTaurus&PartialEclipse

LastQuarterMoon -Nov27th inVirgo
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THE STORY OF THE
CHINESE ZODIAC

As with many things in many cultures, the basic concepts of
century old practices are passed down through the generations
by way of storytelling. As the story was shared, did each
storyteller add their own personal twist to make it more
interesting for the listener? Perhaps. That may be why some of
the basic concepts of Feng Shui, which have been wrapped in
a story feel like folklore and appear to be just that … a story.

I’m about to share with you a story called The Great Race. This
story has a few versions, but the basic concepts remain the
same. This story presents the animals of the Chinese Zodiac in
a specific order and some of their personality traits are revealed.
Enjoy!

Long, long ago, before the Chinese Zodiac, the Jade Emperor
wanted to select 12 animals to be his guards. By sending an
immortal being into man's world the message was spread that
there would be a race to the Heavenly Gate.

The day of the race the animals set off to cross the river to reach
the Heavenly Gate. Being the best of friends, Cat and Rat
hatched a plan to ride atop Ox, who was large and hardy and
surely to finish the race first. But they were jolted abruptly, and
the force sent Cat flying into the river. Cat let out a piercing hiss
and Ox with Rat atop, moved far ahead leaving Cat behind.

Ox lumbered toward the finish line and was going to come first.
Suddenly, Rat leapt from Ox's back crossing the finish line. Ox
being too composed a sort to fuss was content with second
place. Just then, Tiger burst from beneath the water. Huge paw
prints bore down on the damp muddy shore and with one final
fierce stride, Tiger claimed the third spot in the Zodiac.

Leaping from one rock to another Rabbit was keeping pace and
quickly crossing the river. Noticing a log floating by Rabbit sped
into a wild paddle, pressing both paws to the log, clinging as
tightly as possible. Suddenly a gust of wind sent the log hurdling
down the river. Rabbit neared the shore hopping right across the
finish line. Rabbit did not stop when passing the Emperor who
was smiling at Rabbit with a generous grin. A mix of relief and

exhilaration seeped through Rabbit, replacing the
disappointment of fourth place.

Moving in a majestic aerial stride making his rapid descent,
Dragon soared swiftly over the finish line. Wondering why
Dragon did not come in first place, the Jade Emperor addressed
the Dragon. Dragon explained "Exalted Jade Emperor, on my
way I saw several villagers that were in trouble. A fire had ignited
amidst their crops and to put out the flames, I used my breath to
extinguish the blaze. I also saw a tiny Rabbit in the river clinging
to a log, so I used my breath to push it to shore." Being
acquainted with Dragon’s nature, the Jade Emperor smiled
again.

As that moment, Horse was in the midst of galloping across the
river. As Horse burst from the river with only a few strides to the
finish line, Snake surged out from the grasses. Horse recoiled,
leaping backwards and with a quick slither, Snake crossed the
finish line. Still smiling and not judging, the Emperor
acknowledged that Snake had merely been clever. Realizing
that fear had cost the sixth spot, Horse stepped slowly across
the finish line.

Back in the river, Monkey, Rooster, and Sheep, all floated atop
a raft, which Rooster had found resting by the opposite shore.
Together, the three of them worked furiously, using lengthy
branches as makeshift paddles. Sheep had been so comforting
that the others felt it was only right to let Sheep claim eighth
place. Monkey claimed the ninth and Rooster took tenth place.

Being an adept swimmer, Dog scrambled across the finish line
next. Because of not bathing for some time, Dog had frolicked in
the water and thus claimed eleventh place. Over the horizon, a
loud exhausted oink sounded. Pig moved at a surprisingly swift
gait and upon crossing the finish line the Jade Emperor gave Pig
a sharp glance. Pig snorted "Sorry, Exalted Jade Emperor - I
was hungry and couldn't resist stopping to gobble something up.
I felt sleepy after eating."

And so, that is the story of the Great Race and how the 12
animals of the Zodiac were decided.
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Upright Key Words:Assessment of one’s
progress towards life goals, Attachment to
anticipated results, Long overdue love,
Love returned after a period of waiting,
consummation, go ahead and fall in love!

Inverted Key: Anxiety about money,
worry over having enough resources,
Watching to the point of
distraction.Love is delayed. Unrequited
love. Feeling disconnected. Obsessing
over a lover that cannot be had.

Correspondences
Astrological correspondence: Saturn
Numerological Corresponded: 7
Crystal Correspondence: Lepidolite

Sevens in Tarot are connected to right
action, morality, clarity and principle. In
Numerology, 7 is the number that asks
you to assess where you are on your life’s
path. Are you in alignment with your
purpose? Seven teaches the Spiritual
Seeker about wisdom and how to attain it
through spiritual growth. When a seven
appears in a reading, it is important for
the person to think critically about the
choices before them. There is a sense that
much of what the Spiritual Seeker is
experiencing is directed by the frame of
mind of themselves.

When a 7 shows up in a reading, it is time
to examine what motivates you.

With the seven of pentacles, you will
notice that the figure standing in the card
is seeming to make an assessment of
their progress towards life goal. Thoughts
concerning matters of attachment to
anticipated results are at the surface of
this card. Also, it can indicate the coming
of long-overdue love, or even love
returned after a period of waiting

By Alysa Bartha

Seven of Pentacles

https://www.northstarmystic.com/north-star-mystic-tarot-course
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Angel Message
Changes are happening rapidly

around you Dear Ones, for we come to
you to guide you so that you may see
the truth. We are working with so
many but you need to work with us
also. To empower the love, not only
within but around. Understanding
you have all that you need to get
through this, the change. Changes
happen to you each and every day, but
it is how you embrace them. We ask
that you embrace them with love. Your
hearts are many things Dear Ones, for
we see this in you.

You have a better understanding of
why it so when you look within,
coming to an understanding with love,
love in your hearts in order to move
forward. Be open for change, we guide
you with light in our hearts for we
surround you daily in the life that you
bring. The life that you embrace.

Compassion plays a key role here, you
all have the ability to change. To
change for the better, for all of
humanity.

Humanity does not understand the
full capacity of what lies ahead.
Changes are coming, some good, some
not so good. Can you look to change
with the beauty of the heart Dear
Ones, for you see the truth within. It
is there to guide you, for some they
choose not to listen.

We send you our love daily,
understanding one self is key. Change
is growth, it is expansion beyond all
measures. Can you be open for change
to allow the inner knowing that is
within you. It is inside of you Dear
Ones, open your hearts to receive.
GOD loves you unconditionally, we
wish for humanity to see this.

Understanding that change can only
happen when you have an open heart.

When you believe in us, believe in the
knowing that we are there.

You will have the compassion to help
others. You all seek guidance,
although in the wrong directions at
times. All answers come from within,
deep within your hearts.

The world is there for you to enjoy, to
live and embrace in a life filled with
love, happiness, joy but most PEACE.

We come to you to see the beauty in
each and everyone of you, the gift is
from within. Love yourselves enough
to know, to know that you need to go in
the right direction of love. For we all
hold you in our hearts Dear Ones, do
you understand this ?

You have the ability to change, you
have the ability to grow. You have it
within you, it is our gift to you. From
the moment of birth you are gifted
with so much love, we only wish for
you to see this. GOD loves you all.

Believe in us Dear Ones, for we do
exist. You are the change, you are
what matters. Not only for yourselves,
but for humankind.

This world was gifted to you to enjoy,
to experience life in ways of love,
unconditional love.

To bring forth change, you must see
the beauty that you have within one
self. Love has a way of unfolding, to
see the true beauty that you are. Angel
Micheal is there protect you and guide
you. Raphael wishes to heal so many,
but we need permission to do so, from
you .

Human life can be difficult, this we
know. With an open heart you shall
see the great beauty that you shall
experience to unlimited measures. You
look to the Heavens for we are right
here, right now.

You each have a key Dear Ones, a key
to life. Hold it, treasure it. For it
unlocks many things.

It is there for when you are ready, to
see the true beauty unfold before your
eyes. We come to you with love in our
hearts for our love is unconditional, we
wish for humanity to see this. For each
and everyone of you have the ability to
love. To love unconditionally, this will
bring forth change. You walk this
journey called life, if you shall walk
with us, the beauty is like no other.

Beauty is within, you are the master

key. Your ancestors walk this life with
you, they are here to guide and teach
you. To move you along your path, that
is illuminated with love. You see Dear
Ones, love just isn’t love. It is much
deeper than that, layer upon layer it
unfolds a story like no other.

If you see could see the true beauty
within yourselves, you would allow
change in your life today. Follow your
hearts Dear Ones, this we ask.

Free will, often times can be obscured.
If you walk with love in your heart,
often the unknown is often the best
beauty to be seen. Open your hearts to
receive Dear Ones for we have many
gifts to share with you.

GOD loves you all unconditionally, he
wants you to know this. For he sees
great pain and sorrow upon so many,
for love is all you need to bring forth
the change.

When you accept love to the fullest
extent, you shall see a love like no
other, a view that only comes from
within.

Seek and you shall see the Heavens
above watch over you everyday. Allow
the change to guide you, to embrace
the beauty that comes from within.
You seek and you shall see, love is all
things.

jkangelofhope33@gmail.com
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By Alysa Bartha
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h�ps://bit.ly/3vXNtBQREGISTER NOW

https://bit.ly/3vXNtBQ
https://www.nsmacademy.org/book-online?category=306ce556-394a-4914-96af-3d4b0c87af3c
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Module One - All About Dragons!
History and Dragon Basics
Ancient Civiliza�ons
Religion and Serpent Worship
Order Vs Chaos ---> Good Vs Evil Mythemes
A�rac�ng Dragons
What Kind of Person Do Dragons Work With?
How Do I Make That Connec�on?

Module Two - Making Our Pe��on to Work with Dragons
What Do Failure and Success Mean?
Events and Their Meanings
The Importance of Ritual and What Does Ritual Mean?

Module Three - Connec�ng with Our Guardian Dragons
Ritual Prep and Outline
Connec�on Ritual
Opening Ourselves Up To Messages
What Messages or Signs We May Encounter
And More!

Module Four - Working with Our Guardian Dragons
Working With Our Guardian Dragons

How to Incorporate Dragon Energy Into Your Inten�on
Making Your Guardian Dragon Emblem
Inten�on Ritual - Asking for Aid from our Guardian Dragons
Self-Empowerment Work
Inner Healing Work - Drakundality Introduc�on
Self-Empowerment Work
U�lizing Dragons for Energy Protec�on

The Next Steps - 15 minutes
Shaping our Daily Prac�ce with Dragon Energy
Working On Your Inten�on for The Future
Progress Evalua�on Sheet
Materials include: E workbook

Private Dragons for Self Empowerment Study & support
group

This is an Online Class, upon registering you will receive a
zoom link to the official NSMA Zoom Class Room

Class Fee $113.00

Class Fee includes HST:
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So you've fallen in love with Crystals, you want to collect them, use
them and work with them in all the most important areas of life...but....
you don't know where to start!

Not to worry dear Mystic, we've got you covered! In this fun pop up
mini course you will learn some basics in choosing some really great
minerals for your Health, Wealth & Happiness!

Join in for an hour of fun, easy learning as we teach you about some of
the most powerful and easy to get crystals to help you make your life
more of what you would like it to be!

We will cover
3 crystals for protecting your health
3 crystals for attracting wealth
3 crystals for increasing happiness
How to choose crystals
How to care for them
How to identify them
How to use them
This is a FREE online class!
See you there!

Nov 10, 2021

https://www.nsmacademy.org/book-online?category=d9596da1-7c8d-4b41-8564-643d5475d7e9


Clusters, points, double terminated, lazers, tumbled crystals, geodes oh my!

So many crystals, so many choices! Do you ever feel confused as to which ones are the best
ones for your health, happiness and prosperity? Do you want to know how to properly clear,
program and charge them? Have you ever been overwhelmed when trying to figure out what
crystal does what?

If you have ever had even one of these ques�ons, you need to join in this 4-week crystal
mentoring intensive! Each week a different and vital aspect of choosing and working with
crystals will be covered in detail so you can confidently choose and use the right crystals for
you!

Week 1: Iden�fica�on and selec�on - Discover how crystals are formed and the magic of their
geometry, see how you can use it to increase and direct your inten�onal energy!

Learn the best strategies for choosing the right crystals for your purpose, as well as which
crystals work well together and which crystals don’t.

Week 2: Cleansing, Programming & Charging - Master the best techniques for ensuring your
crystals are vibra�onally pure and a�uned to the work you intend to use them for. Learn to
work with the phenomenal power of programmed crystals and the steps you need to take to
ac�vate your favourite stones.

Week 3: Prac�ces, protec�ons and placements - How, when, and where to use crystals for
drawing in posi�ve energy or ridding your space of destruc�ve or nega�ve energy. Learn what
prac�ces are complemented by incorpora�ng crystals. Know which crystals are the most
effec�ve for protec�ng your professional and private spaces.

Week 4: Crystal grids - Supercharge your manifesta�on skills by combining sacred geometry,
symbols and crystals for manifes�ng your desires. In week four you will learn 3 powerful
crystal grid pa�erns and the best crystals to use with your grids. You will be provided with
printable templates and full instruc�ons on how to use the grids as well as create your own!

*** Tax Free Crystals in the Shoppe when you register for this class!

**** Doesn't include shipping fees

Class Fee: $101.70

HST included in Class fee.

h�ps://bit.ly/3bnZcjO

https://bit.ly/3bnZcjO
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https://www.northstarmystic.com/ezine-sign-up

Stay In The Loop!

North Star Mystic Magazine
I'll be completely honest with you, if you sign up for my Ezine I can guarantee you two

things

1. I won't be spammy and annoying with frequent inbox clogging emails

2. I will do my best to bring you relevant topics, updates, advanced discount offers
for classes and service and hopefully useful info on all things North Star Mystic.

BONUS - I solemnly swear I will never share or sell your information to anyone. Mostly
because I want to keep you all to myself. Plus it would be really sketchy on my part. So
even if there are ninja's, large sums of cash or bodily threats involved, your info is safe

with me.


